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Abstract: Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT) is a technique
for simultaneous cross-sectional imaging of tissue structure and blood flow.
We derive the fundamental uncertainty limits on frequency estimation
precision in DOCT using the Cramer-Rao lower bound in the case of
additive (e.g., thermal, shot) noise. Experimental results from a mirror and
a scattering phantom are used to verify the theoretical limits. Our results
demonstrate that the stochastic nature of frequency noise influences the
precision of flow imaging, and that the noise model must be selected
judiciously in order to estimate the frequency precision.
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1.

Introduction

Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT) [1,2] enables the simultaneous imaging of
structure and blood flow with high spatial (~10 µm) and velocity (~10-100 µm/s) resolution
in the microvasculature of living tissues. Structural imaging is performed by monitoring the
amplitude of interference between light reflected from a sample and a reference reflector [3].
The phase of the interferometric data contains information regarding the sample and reference
Doppler frequencies [2], and has been used for depth-resolved blood flow measurement in
human retina [4-7], skin [8,9] and gastrointestinal tract [10].
DOCT operates as a heterodyne optical receiver as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
component of the heterodyne detector current resulting from interference between light
returning from the reference mirror and a given scatterer in the sample is given by [2]
s (t ) = A(t ) cos[2π ( f r − f s )t + β (t )] ,

(1)

where A(t ) is the time-dependent amplitude of the interferogram used in conventional OCT
images, f r is the fixed Doppler frequency induced by the reference arm scanning, f s is the
Doppler frequency owing to motion (e.g., flow) in the sample arm, and the phase term β (t )
is a term describing the axial position of the scatterer and phase drifts in the interferometer
incurred over the observation time. It is often assumed that the contribution of noise to β (t )
is minimal and invariant over the observation time, although this assumption may be invalid
during measurement of low velocities.
Quantitative analysis of the phase component arising from the sample arm determines the
axial velocity component of flowing scatterers. Analytical techniques for measuring the
transverse velocity component have also been described [11]. The DOCT interferometric
signal demodulated at the reference arm Doppler frequency is given by
s (t ) = A(t ) cos[2π f s t + β (t )], 0 ≤ t ≤ t0
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where t0 is the observation time used to estimate flow, and the constant relative phase
accrued by the demodulation process is ignored. This single frequency model is valid and
widely used in DOCT [1,2].
Since the microcirculation is composed of small blood vessels with low volumetric flow
rates, the ability of DOCT to detect blood flow in capillaries is determined by the spatial and
velocity resolutions of the imaging system. Whereas the coherence length of the light source
and the beam spot size in the sample determine the axial and transverse spatial resolutions [3],
respectively, the smallest resolvable Doppler frequency ( f smin ) determines the velocity
resolution. As a first approximation, f smin has been estimated as being inversely proportional
to the observation time [2,12]:
f smin =

1
t0

(3)

This quantity, also known as the Fourier limit, can be interpreted as the lowest frequency
harmonic captured during the observation time. In practice, however, a full period of this
harmonic need not be collected for accurate frequency estimation. If the local image signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high (e.g., resulting from a bright reflection from the
sample) the frequency precision may surpass the Fourier limit. This effect has been
confirmed experimentally in previous DOCT measurements [13].
It is well known in remote sensing technologies such as radar and sonar that the ability to
estimate a frequency depends upon both the statistical properties of noise at the receiver and
the estimator used to determine the frequency [14]. The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) is
used to determine the lowest bound on the performance of an unbiased estimator. Here we
derive, via the CRLB, the fundamental uncertainty limits on frequency estimation precision in
DOCT. The limits are verified with experiments using a highly scattering phantom.
2.

Theory

Frequency precision is determined by the quality of the estimate, given by its variance. The
variance of an unbiased estimate α̂ of a parameter α is given by the CRLB [14,15]:
   ∂ ln p( R | α )  2  
ˆ(
Var α R ) − α  ≥  E  
  
 
α
∂
  
 

−1

(4)

where E{}
⋅ denotes the expected value and p( R | α ) is the likelihood of having observed the
data vector R given α . The receiver signal r (t ) can be modeled as the summation of an
ideal signal s (t , α ) and noise n (t ) :
r (t ) = s ( t , α ) + n ( t )

(5)

In the case that n (t ) is Gaussian and purely additive (e.g., thermal or shot noise), the variance
of an estimate is given by [14]
 1 t0  ∂s (t , α )  2 
σ ≥
dt 
 N 0 ∫0  ∂α  


2
αˆ

−1

(6)

where N 0 is the noise energy spectral density. The maximum-likelihood estimator satisfies
the equality condition in Eq. (6). For the signal of Eq. (2), assuming a uniform signal
amplitude distribution, the variance of the estimate fˆ of the sample arm Doppler frequency is
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 2π 2 A2 2 
σ ≥
t0 
 3 N0 

−1

2
fˆ

(7)

The minimum resolvable Doppler frequency is equal to the standard deviation of the
estimator, σ fˆ , evaluated at the equality in Eq. (7). Since SNR ∼ A2 N 0 , the frequency
precision improves with increasing signal-to-noise ratio
f smin ≈ σ ∝

t0

1
SNR

(8)

The additive-noise-only model is incomplete when imaging a turbid sample. In this case,
the sampling volume at each axial position in the image contains several scatterers, each of
which contributes a random phase term β (t ) . If this term is uniformly distributed between 0
and 2π, the probability density function of the detected complex signal is the well-known
circular Gaussian distribution present in speckle statistics [16,17], and can be interpreted as
multiplicative noise. The contribution of speckle to frequency estimation has previously [18]
been described by an empirical constant, related to the width of the frequency spectrum,
multiplied by the Fourier limit.
3.

Methods

In order to experimentally verify the relationship in Eq. (7), we measured the standard
deviation of the frequency estimate as a function of image signal-to-noise ratio. A schematic
of the DOCT system is shown in Fig. 1. A superluminescent diode with a 24.5 nm bandwidth
centered at λ0 = 826 nm (resulting in a free space theoretical axial resolution of 12.3 µm)
illuminated the interferometer. Reference arm scanning was performed with a retroreflecting
mirror mounted on a galvanometer scanning linearly at 33.8 mm/s (~7 lines/s). The sample
consisted of either a stationary mirror or an intravenous fat emulsion (Liposyn, 0.8% solid)
commonly used as a scattering phantom. The sample arm light was focused to a spot size of
~9 µm. Using a nominally stationary sample ensured that any residual sample arm Doppler
frequency resulted primarily from receiver noise, although mechanical vibrations may also
contribute to noise.
Broadband
Source

Reference

50/50

λ 0 = 826 nm
∆λ = 24.5 nm

Detector
Sample

BPF

Coherent
Demodulation

I
Q

A/D
A/D

Doppler
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Fig. 1. Fiber-optic, time-domain Michelson interferometer used to measure the
frequency precision of Doppler OCT. BPF, band-pass filter; A/D, analog-to-digital
converter; I, Q, in-phase and quadrature signal components after demodulation.

Interference between light backreflected from the reference and sample arms was detected
with a silicon photodetector. The resulting output signal was demodulated at the Doppler
frequency ( f r = 81.8 kHz ) induced by the reference arm motion. The demodulated
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quadrature components were digitized for off-line Doppler processing using an
autocorrelation algorithm [13,19]. The sample arm Doppler frequency f s = φ (τ ) 2πτ was
determined by the phase φ (τ ) of the autocorrelation of axial scans
R (τ ) = R (τ ) exp[ −iφ (τ )] ≡ s* (t ) s(t + τ )

(9)

evaluated at a single delay (lag) τ = τ PIXEL , the pixel sampling time. Angular brackets denote
ensemble averaging, implemented by a second-order low-pass Bessel filter. The observation
time t0 used to calculate the theoretical frequency precision corresponds to the response time
of the filter. For each image, the frequency precision was measured by calculating the
standard deviation of f s at each axial location for 100 line-scans. The local SNR was
measured by dividing the average signal at each axial pixel by the standard deviation of the
image noise in a region of interest that contained no signal. The procedure for calculating the
frequency precision and SNR is summarized in Fig. 2.
ROI

Fig. 2. Algorithm for calculating frequency precision and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The OCT reflectance image of Liposyn is shown on the left, with the arrow indicating the
direction of the incident beam. The standard deviation of the noise is calculated in the
region of interest (ROI) located outside of the sample. At each axial position, the
average signal value across 100 scans is measured and divided by the noise to measure
local SNR. At the same depth, the variance of the Doppler frequency (right) is measured
and compared to the theoretical frequency precision.

4.

Results and discussion

The frequency precision was measured using a stationary mirror in the sample arm. Since the
signal arises from a single reflection, this case ensures that predominantly additive receiver
noise dominates. The frequency precision as a function of SNR for the additive noise
condition is plotted in Fig. 3(a) in comparison to the Fourier limit {Eq. (3)} and CRLB {Eq.
(7)}. For all SNR values, the measured frequency precision exceeded the Fourier limit by as
much as an order of magnitude, but consistently satisfied the CRLB. The measured precision
indicates an inverse dependence on SNR, as predicted by the CRLB. At the highest SNR
values, the precision appears to plateau, suggesting a systematic noise source that is not
accounted for. Nevertheless, Eq. (7) appears to be a more accurate measure of frequency
precision in DOCT in the case of additive noise.
Next, the frequency precision was measured from a sample consisting of scattering lipid
particles. In contrast to the previous experiment that contained a single specular reflection,
the sampling volume at each axial position in the image contained several scatterers, each of
which contributes a scattered phase term. The stochastic interference of these phase terms at
the detector results in multiplicative noise in the form of speckle. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the
standard deviation of the frequency estimate relative to the theoretical limits is much greater
in the scattering medium than in the specular reflection. At no point does the experimental
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data exceed the Fourier limit, although it should be noted that the SNRs were considerably
lower than the previous experiment. This experiment suggests that at low SNR the Fourier
limit is a useful rule-of-thumb estimate of the frequency precision, although it is not strictly
accurate and fails to account for the SNR-dependence of the estimate. The inverse
dependence of DOCT frequency precision on image SNR has also been observed by others
[20]. Additionally, these results indicate that the additive model, combined with the
assumption of constant signal amplitude, fail to account for the speckle noise in a turbid
medium. The CRLB may also be derived using relevant models that more closely
approximate the signal in the presence of multiplicative noise.
In a turbid sample, another potential source of uncertainty in measurement of the Doppler
frequency is due to Brownian motion of scatterering particles. In an aqueous solution, this
Brownian motion component results in a frequency broadening of [21]
Ω = 16 (π / λ0 ) DT
2

[rad/s]

(10)

where DT = k BT 3πη a is the translational diffusion coefficient, k B is Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature, η is the viscosity of the fluid, and a is the particle diameter.
Considering the average size a ∼ 400 nm of fat particles in Liposyn, resulting in
DT ∼ 1.1 × 10−8 cm2/s, the spectral uncertainty due to Brownian motion is approximately 40
Hz. Since frequency resolutions in DOCT on the order of 1 Hz have been demonstrated [13],
the Brownian effect can considerably affect Doppler frequency estimates in high frequencyresolution DOCT measurements, such as those for which the processing is performed across
sequential scans [6-8,13,20]. However, in vivo applications are typically less sensitive to this
error source, since the dominant scatterer in blood vessels is the red blood cell ( a ∼ 6 − 8 µm)
resulting in Ω 2π ∼ 2 − 3 Hz. Finally, since the thermal noise in two distinct detector
channels is statistically uncorrelated, we anticipate that the CRLB will hold even in the case
of phase-referenced interferometric detection of DOCT [13].
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Fig. 3. Experimental and theoretical frequency standard deviation (SD) versus SNR for A)
additive noise only and B) both additive and multiplicative (speckle) noise. The observation
time was different for the two experiments, resulting in different theoretical limits. The inset
of A), magnifying lower SNR values on a log-log scale, suggests that the autocorrelation
algorithm used to estimate frequency is a maximum likelihood estimator. CRLB, Cramer-Rao
lower bound based on the additive model of Eqs. (2) and (5).

In conclusion, the Cramer-Rao lower bound was applied to estimation of frequency
precision in DOCT. It was shown that the stochastic nature of frequency noise determines the
ability to accurately estimate velocity for blood flow imaging. In the absence of
multiplicative noise, the CRLB consistently exceeded the Fourier limit. Experiments in a
scattering phantom verified that the variance of the frequency estimate decreases
monotonically with the local signal-to-noise ratio. The CRLB can be used to determine the
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quality of algorithms to estimate the Doppler frequency in DOCT. This limit should hold for
spectral domain OCT [6,7] as well as the conventional time-domain OCT methods shown
here.
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